
William Caslon (1693 - 1766) was a designer of typefaces. He was trained as 
an engraver, and then in 1716 he started up his own business in London as an 
engraver of gunlocks and barrels. However, having interaction with printers 
meant that he was prompted to fit up a type foundry. Caslon’s typefaces were 
inspired greatly by the Dutch Baroque types, which were the most commonly 

used types in England before Caslon’s faces. Caslon typefaces were immediately 
popular and used for many important printed works, including the first printed 

version of the United States Declaration of Independence. Caslon’s types became 
so popular that the expression about typeface choice, “when in doubt, use Caslon,” 

came about. The Caslon types fell out of favour in the century after his death, but were 
revived in the 1840s. Several revivals of the Caslon types are widely used to this day.

Caslon is a group of serif typefaces designed by William Caslon. Adobe Caslon Pro was designed in the 1730’s but 
was revolutionised in the 1980’s and was used for many magazines. For the Caslon revival, American calligrapher and 
designer Carol Twombly studied specimen pages printed by Caslon between 1734 and 1770. Earliest design dates 
to the year of 1722 and the most recent design is Franklin Caslon, created reasonably recently, in 2006 by Benjamin 
Franklin. For example, one particular version of the type, called OpenType “Pro”, merges earlier separate fonts (expert, 
swash, small caps, etc.), and adds both central European language support and several additional ligatures to the type.
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CASLON 
PRO

Ideally suited for text in sizes ranging from 6-point 
to 14-point, Caslon Pro is the right choice for  
amost anything, such as: magazines, journals, book 
publishing and corporate communications. The 
characters of the Caslon Pro typeface enable the 
designer to achieve stunning detail and subtlety. 
The wide variety of both, characters and alternate 
characters that are available, make it easily possible 
to create a discriminating and elegant typography. 
Just as William Caslon’s original version of the font 

captures the warmth and irregularity of metal type 
used in that time, Adobe Caslon Pro provides tailored 

uniformity of a newer digital rendition. It is still being 
used to this day, for example, it has been seen in many recent 

movie titles, including Les Miserables and The Descendants.
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Characteristics: 

Short ascenders and descenders, 
bracketed serifs, moderately high 
contrast, quite strong texture, and 

moderate emphasis of stroke.
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